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ABSTRACT: Cloud-assisted mobile health (health) 

monitoring, which applies the widespread mobile 

communications and cloud computing technologies to 

provide feedback decision support, has been considered as a 

activist approach to improving the quality on both clients’ 

privacy and intellectual property of monitoring service 

providers, which could discourage the wide adoption of 

mHealth technology. This project is to address this 

important problem and design a cloud-assisted privacy 

preserving mobile health monitoring system to protect the 

privacy of the involved parties and a newly proposed key 

private proxy re encryption are adapted to shift the 

computational complexity of the involved parties to the 

cloud without compromising clients’ privacy and service 

providers’ demonstrates the effectiveness of our 

demonstrates the effectiveness in cloud Computing 

environment. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We design a cloud-assisted mHealth monitoring system 

(CAM).We first identify the design problems on privacy 

preservation and then provide  the basic scheme so that we 
can identify the possible  identified  mHealth service provider 

(the company) to be offline after the setup stage and enables 

it to deliver its data or programs , we incorporate the recently 

proposed  to the cloud without revealing any information on 

either  to our proxy recryption scheme, in which the company 

only needs to accomplish encryption once at the setup phase 

while shifting the rest computational tasks to the cloud 

without  burden on clients and the cloud. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

The importance and unique challenges of medical that 

resulted from insufficient sought to develop privacy 

technology and privacy-protecting infrastructures to 

facilitate the development of a health their personal 

information. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Traditional privacy protection mechanisms by simply 
removing clients’ personal identity information (such as 

names or SSN) or by using anonymization technique fails to 

serve as an effective way in dealing with privacy of mHealth 

systems due to the increasing amount and diversity of 

personal with anonymization technique such as k-anonymity 

techniques might be insufficient to prevent re-identification. 

Getting difficulties in technology. It is a reality. 

 

 

IV. DISADVANTAGES 

Reduce during major problem in addressing security and 

privacy is the computational   to cloud servers from resource- 

constrained without compromising privacy. 

 
V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Cloud-assisted mHealth monitoring system (CAM). We first 

identify the design problems on privacy preservation and 

then provide   the basic scheme so that we can identify the 

possible identified mHealth service provider (the company) 

to be offline after the setup stage and enables it to deliver its 

data or programs to the cloud securely.  

 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

The decision thresholds used at the decision and the 

intellectual property of mHealth service providers  based the 

encryption technique, it protect the recently proposed 
decryption outsourcing. 

 

VII. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

 
 

MODULES 
(i)Client 

A new user registers to become a client. After getting an 

approval from STA and receiving username and password 

from trust authority client can able to view result only after 

the generation of tokens. Whenever the query is raised is 

automatically forwarded to STA. Client have authorization to 

collect their data and store them in to the monitoring 

program in the cloud through the mobile devices. 

 

(ii) Health Service Provider 

The Service provider is able to store the data monitoring in 

cloud. The data will be saved in encrypted form for the 
security purpose. Mhealth Service provider is only 
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generating user name and password for the newly registered 

user. They can view the user detail. Authority to add 

comments and provide descriptions in a query. 

 
(iii) Semi Trust Authority 

The semi trust authority will generate the token trust 

authority could not also able to view the generated token 

data. It will be the responsibility for generating bills 

according to certain business model agent for the company 

and thus shares certain level of mutual business interest with 

the company. 

 

(iv) Cloud Server 

The server acts as offline storage medium. The specialty of 

the cloud server is all the data stored in encrypted form so the 

security for the hosted data is comparatively high. The 
password of the user also in the encrypted form. 

 

VIII. RESULTS 
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IX. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have a tendency to tend to vogue a cloud-

assisted privacy preserving mobile health observation 

system, called CAM, which could effectively defend the 

privacy of shoppers and conjointly the belongings of a 

tendency to tend to use the anonymous Boneh–Franklin 

identity-based cryptography (IBE) in medical diagnostic of  

planned decryption outsourcing with privacy protection to 

shift clients’ pairing computation.we have a tendency to tend 

to expand the branching program tree by mistreatment the 

random permutation and disarrange the selection thresholds 

used at the selection  very little firms to participate burden to 
the cloud by applying new developed key private proxy 

reencryption technique. Our CAM has been shown to 

appreciate the look objective. 
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